Just call me a lazy pioneer woman- I bake sourdough bread from my own starter on a
weekly basis. I love to cook with cast iron, using it for almost everything from baked
goods to fried things. But I never learned how to follow directions and I’m an expert at
fickle attentions so both my cast iron and my sourdough starter go through periods of
abuse or neglect. And, guess what? They have all survived. Except for the cast iron
pan that fell from a great height and broke in two- that was a sad sad day.
But the rest labor on. Sometimes the cast iron is merely good enough and some times
it’s shiny shiny but the food always gets cooked (or baked, or broiled, or fried) and the
clean up never takes more than a few minutes.
Cast Iron IS NOT a non-stick pan. Almost- and some will have you treat both as
delicately as a damp tissue in a strong breeze. Go to the store, pick up a cast iron pan
in one hand, a non-stick in the other. Not the same.

These are the cast iron questions I get asked the most -

Can I Cook That?
Always:
If your cast iron is new or not perfectly
seasoned stick to things like cornbread,
quiche, cakes, and fried chicken. Stuﬀ with
oil or butter in it. Stuﬀ low in acid, nothing
fussy.
Mostly:
You can cook burgers and bacon at any time
too but they usually require more clean up
because of the sticky bits which is easier if
the pan is in pristine shape.
With Caution:
Same with egg dishes, eggs (except a fried
egg in a well buttered pan) are sticky. I make
scrambles and frittatas in the cast iron often
but sometimes (okay, most times) the
scramble sticks a bit.
Probably Not:
Is it delicate like a flaky fish that needs an
even temperature? Then probably not.
Is it acidic and requires a long cooking time
like a pasta sauce? Again no, mostly
because the iron flavor can become
noticeable after 20-30 minutes.

Cleaning?
Ideally:
If you can get away with a quick wipe, do it.
Mostly:
That said if stuﬀ sticks, clean it. Avoid
soaking and avoid avoiding. As with most
things in life, cast iron cleans faster and
easier if you don’t ignore it. If you clean it
while it’s still warm from the cooking so
much the better.
Some folks use salt but I prefer one of those
blue ‘non scratching’ scrubbies or a dish
brush. Usually, a quick boil will unstick even
those scrambled eggs that most folks will tell
you not to make in cast iron for that very
reason.

With Caution:
If things are sticky and stinky go ahead and
use soap.
After cleaning completely dry the pan either
on the stovetop or in the oven. Try not to
walk away or it will smoke and compromise
the finish but try not to worry if this happens
because it will.
When the pan is free of debris, completely
dry, and still warm, lightly rub with a bit of
oil- flax works best but any sort will do.
If you stack when you store layer with a
paper towel or cloth (I usually use the paper
towel I used to rub the oil in)

Catastrophe?
It happens. You soaked, you scorched, you
scratched, you took it camping and it’s
sooty, soaked and scorched. It’s okay (just
don’t take great grandma’s carefully
preserved and probably worth way more
than that Lodge camping).
To get things back in cooking order just
scour, smoke oﬀ all the other bits (think 500
for 40 minutes), scrub again, and then rub
down with flax oil. Wipe oﬀ any excess oil
(you want as thin a film as possible) place
upside down in a cold oven, bake at 350 for
15-20 minutes (including the oven coming up
to temperature time) repeating the oiling
baking part as many times as you see fit or
have the patience for. Four or five coats is
probably more than enough to get a shiny,
shiny, pan.
How much you scour and smoke is up to
you. Some folks run their cast iron through
the cleaning cycle of the oven but I have
smoke alarms so I don’t. Others scrub and
scour until every last bit of build up is gone.
One run through with the flax oil in the oven
is usually enough for good enough but it’s
your cast iron treat it as you will.
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